God, Girls, And Guys: Answers To Questions On Dating And Relationships
Synopsis
Following their popular devotional for teen girls, God, Girls, and Getting Connected, award-winning news anchor Robin Marsh, and Miss America 2007, Lauren Nelson, now help young women shape a healthy, biblical perspective on dating, emotions, and love. With humor, Christ-centered counsel, and straight-talk to girls, Robin and Lauren share openly about their early dating misconceptions and their discovery of God’s Word as the best guide for every girl. Personal stories and relevant chapter topics encourage and empower young women to make smart, godly choices. What is love? How do I become the girl God wants me to be? What does godly dating look like? How far is too far? What’s he really thinking? Does a perfect guy or perfect relationship exist? This fresh resource honors the dreams and questions of today’s girl with a clear look at God’s hope for their heart.
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Customer Reviews
THIS IS A WONDERFUL BOOK TO HELP YOUR YOUNG GIRL UNDERSTAND HER ROLE AS A FEMALE AND WITH GOD’S GUIDANCE, HER LIFE WILL BE SO MUCH BETTER. MY GRANDDAUGHTER ISN’T QUITE OLD ENOUGH YET, BUT I WILL READ IT WITH HER...

I am a teenager myself and absolutely loved this book! The advice given by these two amazing women is truly inspiring. I’m not much of a reader but as soon as I started it I couldn’t put it down! "God, Girls and Guys" is a must read for women of all ages especially teens and I encourage you all to read this fabulous book!
What are teen boys thinking? When is it okay to kiss a guy? What does God say about dating? How far is too far? Most teen girls (Christian ones, at least) wonder about these topics and many others. Authors Robin Marsh and Lauren Nelson have lived through the teen years and remember how great they can be—and also how confusing. It’s a time for excitement, drama, and guys. GOD, GIRLS, AND GUYS invites you to check out God’s truths about your physical body, sexual attraction, love, and relationships. It includes true stories, personal insights, and biblical perspectives over topics such as:

- God loves you and wants to be involved with you 24/7 if you were designed for relationships—including with boys if guys think differently about sex than girls do if what works and doesn’t work when it comes to dating if how to avoid some love dramas and heartache if you are single, in a relationship, or want to be, then GOD, GIRLS, AND GUYS is a book that you want to read. It’s a book I wish I’d have had as a teenager when I struggled through relationships, and trying to understand guys. And it’s a book I wish I could give to other teen girls and make them read it when I see them crying beside the pool when the guy they like has a girlfriend—and then they go all out to steal said guy away from the girlfriend. Discussion questions are included at the end of each chapter, so you’ll want a notebook and pen to write your answers, unless you want to write in the book. Highly recommend this book to teen girls. I’m giving my copy to my sixteen year old.

Geared toward teen girls, Robin Marsh a news anchor and Lauren Nelson Miss America 2007 help young ladies understand some of the questions they have about dating and what the Bible has to say about some of those questions. Firstly what is Love? God is love, and he desires to love us deeply and for us to return it. Having that relationship with God is foremost in importance. Through personal stories Robin and Lauren share their thoughts and reflections. There is a page for you to answer some questions on yours as well. Young girls are in a season of going from `boys have cooties’ to `boys are cuties’ and have a lot of emotions running through their minds. Don’t rush into a serious relationship. You have time to get to know someone, and enjoy being a teen. Don’t be exclusive, instead hang out in groups. The authors give a break down for how dating has evolved over time, mentioning that the Bible does not discuss dating but rather courtship. Additional chapters like Boy Friends and Boyfriends, Tears Fears and Drama, The Label to Avoid, and more. The truth of the book and main theme is God is the man who will never let you down. It does answer some of the questions young girls may struggle with, but the heart of the matter is trusting God and letting Him lead. I think this is a good book for girls already looking to date. If their family is of the courtship thought than it really wouldn’t be relevant.
NOTE: I received this book from Netgalley upon request. Okay, so since this isn't a book of fiction, there isn't all that much to say about it. I mean, there's no story to discuss, or characters to praise. Basically, what I mean to say is that this review will be a rather short one. I did like the concept of the book, and I liked the fact that it wasn't setting up rules. It was like a guide to girls ages 13-19 (and perhaps even older) on how to not compromise with their beliefs, on what guys like in a girl, and what God wants His girls to be like. Also, the two authors shared lots of their personal stories, and that felt very good - knowing what they'd experienced and how they'd found repentance and forgiveness from God. It was a nice guiding book, but there were some places when the contents weren't all that organized. At some points I felt like the authors were jumping back and forth between topics. Not that I minded too much, but it could've been better organized. I would recommend this book to girls who want to remain faithful to God, while still not ignoring guys.
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